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Abstract

This paper presents an iterative two�step LMI method for improv�

ing the H� model error compared to Hankel norm reduction� The

improvement of the Hankel norm reduced model is usually not signi��

cant� typically a few percents only� For practical use the LMI reduction

scheme is usually not worth�while� but it can be interresting from the

theoretical and principal point of view�
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� Introduction

Truncated balanced realization and Hankel norm reduction ��� are well�
behaved algorithms for �nding reduced order models� In this paper the selec�
tion of model is performed using the H� norm as criterion� When reducing
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a model of order n to order k	 the Hankel norm reduced model is optimal
if k 
 n � �� In other cases the H� model error is bounded by the sum of
the n � k smallest Hankel singular values� If these values are close to each
other	 one can expect that the Hankel norm reduction can be improved in
some cases�

During recent years linear matrix inequalities �LMIs� have attracted a
lot of interrest for solving H� problems� Since the model reduction problem
can be considered as a special case of H� design with con�ned degree of
the controller	 it seems natural to adopt LMIs for model reduction� The
LMI formulation does not yield a convex problem when the degree of the
controller is con�ned	 it is not guaranteed that the solution will converge to
a �global� minimum� However	 we can expect improvement compared to the
Hankel model reduction in most cases �if k � n� ���

The model reduction algorithm proposed is based on an iterative two�step
LMI scheme� The convergence of the algorithm is not analyzed but examples
show that both linear �geometric� and sub�linear convergence can occur�

The paper is outlined as follows� In section  the results on the optimal
Hankel norm reduction is summarized and in section � the LMI formulation
for H� problems is given� The algorithm is presented in section � and it is
applied to a number of examples in section ��

��� Notations

XT denotes the transpose of X� X � ���� a symmetric	 positive de�nite
�semide�nite� matrix� diag �X�� X�� a block�diagonal matrix composed of X�

and X�� kxk� the L��norm of the vector x� ���X� the maximal singular value
of X and k�k� the H� norm�

� Optimal Hankel Norm Reduction

One well�behaved method for model reduction is the Optimal Hankel�norm
approximation �see ��� for a comprehensive treatment�� It is based on bal�
anced realizations and Hankel singular values� The Hankel�norm model re�
duction starts by �nding the balanced realization of the system�

According to the theory for Hankel�norm model reduction ���	 the H�





model error	 here denoted �	 is bounded by

� �
nX

i�k��

�i

where we have assumed that the Hankel singular values �i are ordered

�� � �� � ��� � �k � �k�� � ��� � �n � ��

For any reduced model of order k we have that

�k�� � �

Thus	 the Hankel�norm model reduction is optimal in the H� sense if k 

n� �	 but not necessarily so in the general case�

� Linear Matrix Inequalities �LMIs�

��� Bounded Real Lemma

In this paper linear matrix inequalities �LMIs� are used for analyzing the
stability of systems with uncertainties� We �rst consider the problem of
�nding the H��norm of a stable system G de�ned by G�s� 
 D � C�sI �
A���B� Then kGk� � � is equivalent to the existence of a symmetric	
positive de�nite matrix P � � satisfying

�
��
PA� ATP PB CT

BTP ��I DT

C D ��I

�
�� � �� ���

This inequality is called the Bounded Real Lemma	 see e�g� ���	 ���� This
inequality will be used in di�erent shapes in this paper�

��� Solving LMIs

During the last years methods for solving LMIs have been developed and
made available ��	 ���� Methods are still being elaborated for higher e�ciency
and user �exibility�
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� Algorithm

We assume that the model to be reduced is de�ned by the state�space rep�
resentation G�s� 
 D � C�sI � A���B and the reduced model by �G�s� 

�D � �C�sI � �A��� �B� The model reduction problem can be stated as an opti�
mization problem� Minimize k �Gk� 
 kG� �Gk� with respect to �G�

Thus	 the model reduction problem can be considered as an optimization
problem subject to a matrix inequality constraint� Find the smallest possible
� with respect to � �A� �B� �C� �D� and P � � such that

�
��

�ATP � P �A P �B �CT

�BTP ��I �DT

�C �D ��I

�
�� � � ��

with �
�A �B
�C �D

	



�
��
A � B

� �A �B

C � �C D � �D

�
�� � ���

By partitioning the matrix P into

P 


�
P�� P��
P T

�� P��

	
� � ���

we can rewrite the inequality to

�
�����

ATP�� � P��A ATP�� � P�� �A P��B � P�� �B CT

�ATP T

�� � P T

��A
�ATP�� � P�� �A P T

��B � P�� �B �CT

BTP�� � �BTP T

�� BTP�� � �BTP�� ��I DT � �DT

C �C D � �D ��I

�
����� � � ���

If � �A� �B� are kept constant the matrix inequality is linear in P and � �C� �D��
Also	 if P�� and P�� are kept constant it is linear in P�� and � �A� �B� �C� �D��

The following iterative two�step algorithm can be used even if it does not
guarantee �global� convergence�

�i� Start with a �G obtained from	 for example	 Hankel model reduction or
truncated balanced realization�
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�ii� Keeping � �A� �B� constant	 minimize � subject to ��� with respect to
�P� �C� �D��

�iii� Keeping �P��� P��� constant	 minimize � subject to ��� with respect to
�P��� �A� �B� �C� �D��

�iv� Repeat �ii� and �iii� until the solution converges given some criterion�

In step �iii�	 keeping �P��� P��� constant is not as restrictive as it might
seem� Since	 a similarity transformation can be performed on �A�B�C�D�
without changing �G only the subspace de�ned by P�� is signi�cant� Thus	
step �ii� �nds the proper subspace and step �iii� minimizes � with respect to
this�

��� Input�Output Duality

There exists a symmetry between between input and output� By replac�
ing �A�B�C�D� with �AT � CT � BT � DT � and P with P�� we get equivalent
problems� This observation may be useful in certain applications�

� Examples

��� Numerical Algorithms

In these examples a direct Matlab implementation of a method of centers for
minimizing generalized eigenvalues �� has been used� The implementation
gives an unfair comparison since more e�cient and �exible LMI solver are
now available	 e�g� ����

The LMI reduction has been compared to Hankel norm reduction� The
following commands in the ��Analysis and Synthesis Toolbox ��� has been
used for obtaining the Hankel norm reduced model

�� �bal� sv� � sysbal �sys��

where bal is the balanced realization of the system sys and sv contains the
Hankel singular values� Then the Hankel�norm reduced model is obtained
using the command

�� hank � hankmr �bal� sv� k� 	d	��

where k is the order of the reduced system hank�
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��� A Non�Iterative Example

We start by giving a very simple example of model reduction� We want
to replace a dynamical system with a constant �D�matrix�� This can be
obtained without iterations since the matrix inequality is linear in P and �D�
A and B do not exist� For example consider the system

G�s� 

�

�s� ���s� ��

with Hankel singular values ������� and �������� Hankel�norm model
reduction yields �GH�s� 
 ���	 while the LMI method gives �G��s� 
 ��������
The model errors are ����� and �������� respectively�

��� Example �

We �rst consider the third�order system

G�s� 

�

s� �
�

�

s� � s� �

We will now try to reduce this to a �rst order system� The Hankel singular
values are �������	 �������	 �������� Thus	 by reducing the model order to
one the model error can not be lower than �� 
 �������� The Hankel�norm
model reduction guarantees a maximum H� error of

P
�i	 where the sum is

taken over the removed states� In this case we get ����� The Hankel�norm
reduced model is

�G 
 �������
�� ��������s

� � �������s

The LMI reduced model is

�G��s� 
 �����
�� �������s

� � ��������s

The model errors are ������� and ������� respectively� The LMI reduced
model is only marginally better than the Hankel�norm reduced one �about
����� The Hankel�norm model reduced model is in this case quite close to
its theoretical bound and much improvements using other techniques cannot
be obtained�

In Figure � the error convergence versus iteration is shown� The plot gives
� � �� where �� is the minimum value obtained during the iterative search�
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Figure �� ��convergence of Example �

Usually it is also the value obtained in the last iteration but in this example
we have run the algorithm to the extremes of the numerical precision of the
computer� The convergence is linear �or geometric� in this case	 that is the
remaining error is scaled by an approximately constant factor less than one
in each iteration� In this case the factor is about ���� The convergence rate
depends on how well the LMIs are performed in each iterative step� If the
LMIs	 which are also iterative	 are run into higher accuracy by modifying
the stopping criterion	 then the convergence rate of the model reduction
iterations are faster� However	 it is not known which trade�o� o�ers the best
overall computational performance�

In Figure  the model errors are shown for the Hankel�norm reduced
�dashed line� and the LMI reduced �solid line� models�
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Figure � Model errors of Example �

��� Example �

The next example is somewhat more di�cult and can introduce numerical
problems� The system to be reduced is

G�s� 

�

�s� ���s� � s� ���

The Hankel�norm singular values are �������	 ������ and ������� The
Hankel model reduction yields

�GH�s� 
 �������
�� ������s

� � �������s

with a model error of ��������� The LMI method reduces the error close to
����	 which apparently is the optimal value� The LMI model converges to

�G��s� 

�

�

�� s

� � s

The convergence rate is in this case very slow	 probably due to the fact that
the original system and the optimally reduced system have a common pole�
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Figure �� Model error convergence versus iteration of Example 

The convergence rate is not linear �geometric� as in the previous examples
�See Figure ��� The di�culty may be due to the fact that the model error
converges towards an all�pass second order system

G�s�� �G��s� 

�

�

s� � s� ��

s� � s� ��

which is of order  only compared to � of the augmented system �G�

��� Example �

Next we will look at a �fth order system

G�s� 

�

s� � s� �
�



s� � s� 
�

�

s� �

The Hankel singular values are �����	 �������	 �������	 ������ and
�������� We will try to approximate this system to �rst and third order
using the two model reduction schemes� Hankel and LMI�

Using Hankel�norm model reduction we obtain model errors of ������
and ����� for the third and �rst order models respectively�
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Reducing the model to �rst order using the LMI method consumed ��
CPU seconds �on a Sparc�station SLC� for the �rst iteration �giving an error
of ������� and ��� CPU seconds for the next nine iterations� The model error
after ten iterations was ������ ����� reduction compared to the Hankel�
norm model reduction�� The geometric convergence rate after �ve iterations
is �������� Only two or three iterations are needed for obtaining a good
approximation to the �locally� optimal solution�

During the search for a third order model using the LMI approach numer�
ical di�culties emerged and the LMI algorithm had to be modi�ed slightly
with respect to step length selection� After the modi�cation the LMI reduc�
tion performed well without any further problems� The LMI model error
obtained was ������	 which is very close to the theoretical limit imposed
by the Hankel singular value	 �� 
 ������� The model error is shown in
Figure �� In the �gure the Hankel�norm reduced �dashed line� and the LMI
reduced �solid line� models are compared� Also	 the theoretical limit ����
dash�dotted line� is shown� Note that the LMI model error is very close to
an all�pass transfer function	 even though it does not seem to converge to an
exact all�pass transfer function in this case�

Most of the improvement by using the LMI method relative to the Hankel�
norm reduction comes already in the �rst iteration� Subsequent steps improve
the error but are not that signi�cant�

��� Summary

The model errors obtained for the di�erent examples are summarized in the
table below� As can be seen the improvement in error norm by using LMI
reduction is usually not signi�cant� However	 the LMI model comes very
close to the theoretical bound set by the Hankel singular values�

Example n� k Hankel LMI �k��
� � � ����� ������ �����
� �� � ������ ����� ������
 �� � ������� ������� ������
� �� � ������ ����� �����
� �� � ����� ����� �����
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Figure �� Model error versus frequency using third�order approximations of
Example �

� Conclusions

A model reduction algorithm using linear matrix inequalities �LMIs� have
been implemented and studied on a number of examples� The algorithm
starts by using the Hankel�norm reduced model and performs improvements
using an iterative two�step scheme�

In all examples studied a better approximation in the H� sense have been
found provided that the reduced model is of order n �  or less	 where n is
the order of the original model� Often	 the improvement is not signi�cant
�few percents� but one case with better result has been found� The compu�
tational load with the LMI�solver implemented is high and it is usually not
worth�while to employ the LMI algorithm unless optimal performance is a
necessity� In the examples studied the LMI reduced model has been very
close to the theoretical limit de�ned by the largest Hankel singulare value
that was removed ��k����

The convergence of the algorithm has not been analyzed� In the examples
studied both linear �geometric� and sub�linear convergence occur� Already
in the �rst step most of the improvement compared to the Hankel norm
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reduction is achieved�
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